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behind the arabesque
understanding islamic art and architecture
H cynthia finlayson

god is the light of the heavens and the earth A likeness of his light is as
a pillar on which is a lamp the lamp is in a glass the glass is as it were a
brightly shining star lit
from a blessed olive tree neither eastern nor west
litfrom
pirc
thoughfire
ern the oil whereofgives
fire
firc touch it not light upon light
whereof gives light though
god guides to his light whom hepleases
parables foy
sets porth
for
he pleases and god setsforth
forth parablesfor
men and god is knower of all things

quran 2435

spiritual impact that islam has had on its adherents over the
centuries has manifested itself in unique forms of islamic art and architecture whose ultimate goals include the worship of allah through the beauty
of form and decoration and the lifting of the human soul from the profane
to celestial realms at times the assumptions and canons of islamic art and
architecture may seem visually foreign to western viewers but the messages when deciphered proclaim the glories of god and his universe and
the promises of a spiritual and physical renewal for the faithful in an eternal paradise messages not at all foreign to latter day saint religious communities
muni ties today
given the worldwide dispersion of islam it is impossible within this
short article to describe all the manifestations of style and composition in
islamic art and architecture both secular and religious from 632 ce to the
present for every geographical and cultural region of the islamic world
obviously syrian and iraqi craftsmen of the seventh century ce had a
different style and context than do indonesian muslim artisans of today
however this article will attempt to present some of the deepest cultural
and religious constructs that have shaped islamic art and architecture over
time and that have provided the basis for new interpretations in the ongoing vibrant world of art and architecture influenced by islamic religious
and cultural identities today
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cultural and artistic contexts

qur
because the beautiful prose of the quran
aur an was revealed to muhammad
at a certain time and in a certain place this sacred text assumes as a vehicle of spiritual communication unique levels of commonly understood
cultural constructs although arabia and the rest of the near east hosted
great urban centers their societies in the seventh century were profoundly
influenced by the behaviors and social customs of nomadic bedouin cultures to travel from place to place in the near east even the most sophisticated of urban dwellers had to deal with the physical and psychological
constraints that near eastern geography and climate have placed on
human endeavors and development over the millennia
in the nomadic near eastern setting or even that of a commercial caravan venture the benefits of material goods had to be carefully balanced
against the relative difficulty of transport in other words since all goods
had to be carried often over great distances to new pasture and water
resources or urban settings in a challenging climate excessive materialism could be deadly the accumulation of extensive libraries of written
records was impossible for those peoples living in a nonagrarian or nonurban context over time the ancient nomadic cultures of the near east
thus developed an emphasis on sophisticated language traditions histories and poetry were all memorized and thus carried easily without excessive weight or danger to the well
being of the clan or tribe these cultures
wellbeing
also depended heavily on the cooperative role of the individual tribal
member in the struggle for everyday survival additionally clan members
were active in the maintenance of the tribal identity through language oral
histories and poetry as well as through personal actions associated with
family and tribal honor more importantly since many aspects of family
identity required the extensive use of memorization that was not necessarily tied to material artifacts or written texts as in other civilizations the
Semitic
Arab mind was often trained to appreciate and handle multiple
semiticarab
levels of events or story lines occurring at the same time
freed from the one dimensional constraints of a cultural emphasis on
material objects many semitic cultures with strong nomadic heritages
experienced profound spiritual events that propelled them beyond the
material world to a higher spiritual plane and to a personal relationship
with deity significantly the three great monotheistic religions of the
world have their origins in the nomadic near east and great religious leaders and innovators such as abraham moses christ and muhammad spent
considerable time in its stark deserts and mountains conversely all of
these religious cultures as also most others in the world experienced
problems with spirituality when faced with the challenges of the material
emphasis of settled agrarian or urban life these are the same spiritual
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/6
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challenges that latter day saint communities increasingly face in the
modern context of material wealth in the profound words of warning
from the quran to all humankind abundance diverts you from spirituality
tua lity 1021 1
because of this heritage of complex oral traditions islamic literature
both religious and secular as well as art and architecture delights in the
ability to focus on multiple levels of meaning and decoration often exhibited to the viewer simultaneously the story within the story within the
story or the motif within the motif within the motif or the complexity of
multiple levels of symbolic meaning reflect the ancient paradigms of the
complex thought processes described above plate i these multiple levels
are especially evident in the literary constructs of the quran and the art it
inspired thus within islamic religious art and architecture complex artistic conventions often attempt to reveal to the viewer the incomprehensible
nature of the mind of god and the wonders of his creations they invite the
human mind to contemplate through intricate geometric pathways artistic symbols and color combinations the greatness of god they also free
wor shipping pagan
the viewer to worship god without the dangers of worshipping
images in human or animal form
muhammad experienced firsthand paganism s destructive forces and
worked to purge arabia of both idol worship and the sacrifice of children
to pagan deities and forces of nature this struggle greatly influenced
muhammads perception of the appropriate use of art though a great
lover of beauty muhammad through his actions and sayings provided a
basis for determining appropriateness especially within the confines of the
mosque as well as within the privacy of the muslim home thus according
to one story in the hadith muhammad forbade one of his wives to hang a
tapestry or textile with a motif on the wall of her house but allowed it to be
used as a covering for pillows in her home 2 its position on the wall was
deemed to be too similar to pagan images and christian icons but its use
as a pillow was an appropriate form of home decor since it was placed in a
more acceptable visual position
because of the pervasive historical presence of paganism within tribal
arabia islam traditionally has taken a strong stand against any hint of its
re emergence in islamic religious contexts human and animal images are
thus not usually found in islamic religious buildings a strict reaction
against the dangers of idol worship or icon worship especially in houses of
prayer As an artistic alternative the complexities of intricate vegetal scrolls
arabesques geometric designs and calligraphy as well as the repetitive
archways and muqarnas architecuse of architectural decorations such as archways
combs create environhoneycombe
honeycombs
tural detailing that resembles stalactites or honey
ments of sacred contemplation and union with god especially within the
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mosque 3 the openness of interior spaces within islamic mosques and
even muslim homes is also functional in nature it promotes communal
worship and social interaction while also eliminating any barrier between
the individual and god
these architectural conventions have often also been utilized within
secular palaces plate i even there complex embellishments visually
complement and enhance the ability of a muslim to find god through the
complexities of multiple ideas patterns and symbolism open spaces promote brotherhood and community involvement within secular art however the traditionally understood religious constraints against human and
animal images have not always been observed additionally craftsmen
within the world of islam were greatly influenced by byzantine sassanian
and indigenous pre islamic motifs and concepts as well as by the local
crafts of cultures absorbed by rapid islamic expansion animal and human
motifs have become at various times acceptable in secular crafts such as
ceramics textile weaving and metal working where muslim craftsmen or
non muslim craftsmen living within predominantly muslim societies
have developed their embellishments to the level of fine art plate 2 addittio nally with the later adoption of manuscript illumination by muslim
ionally
aur an and there are even exceptions
artisans literature other than the qur
here may contain human depictions that enhance the story line plate 2
for islamic painters realistic perspective with accompanying vanishing points so critical in the development of western art is deemed less
important as an artistic construct perspective while mimicking reality
often limits the visual availability of surface planes both to the brush of the
artist and to the enjoyment of the viewer thus great muslim painters like
bihzad
biezad delighted in the beautiful embellishment of miniature paintings
that defy perspective but entertain the eye the flatness of the painted
surface has also been used at times by muslim artists to aid the viewer in
wor shipping the object rather than the creator of all reality
refraining from worshipping
As muslim artists have become increasingly influenced by western art
since the era of european colonialism and the two world wars western
artistic constructs have became more evident within their works however
themes of predominantly islamic influence or those of indigenous cultural
identity still often pervade the art of modern islamic cultures plate 4
additionally many countries with large muslim populations are currently
involved in the revitalization of traditional arts and crafts as well as the
conventions of islamic fine art and architecture within the realms of modern design islamic and near eastern constructs are also offering new and
vibrant concepts to the world at large based on reinterpretations of traditional islamic art and architecture 4
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the artistic emphasis within islamic art on surface decoration or horvacui the horror of empty spaces and thus their covering with extensive
ror sacui
decoration also reflects another important cultural construct that has
helped define the development of islamic art and architecture over time
the innate and ancient near eastern love of embellishment
despite the lifestyle example of muhammad and his warnings against
personal ostentation frivolous uses of material wealth and excess spending on architectural edifices powerful cultural and political forces within
the geographical regions of the developing islamic world pulled islamic art
and architecture in other directions near eastern cultures long before the
advent of islam had associated both exterior and interior embellishment
with status simply from headdress style or the embellishment of clothing
individuals in many real life situations could ascertain an acquaintances
social and economic status marital situation religious affiliation and clan
hair styles
tribal or village origins similarly elaborate visual costuming hairstyles
and accompanying ritual objects have always been emphasized in near
eastern art as marks of social status and position both in this life and the
next and have long taken precedence over realistic portraiture or realism
itself so important to the west A primary example of this cultural phenomenon occurred in the art of the ancient pre islamic arab civilization
of palmyra in present day syria though exposed to greek and roman
Palm yrenes placed more emphasis on the
styles of realistic portraiture palmyrenes
he
headdresses
in their funerary portraits
embellishment of the costumes and addresses
rather than on realistic facial features
it was thus natural as islam expanded beyond arabia that the
mosque a symbol of islam and an edifice dedicated to the worship of
god should take on embellishments that would represent the near eastern concepts of islam s status in this world and its claims on paradise in the
next within islamic mosques the qibla
bibla wall with its niche or mihrab
pointing the direction of prayer to mecca and symbolically the direction of
minbar or high stepped speakers pulpit for friunion with god and the dinbar
day readings of the qur
aur an and congregational messages were the first
objects that began to receive special artistic attention plate 3 perhaps this
was because of their specific association with muhammad 5 over time
they have become focal points of extensive artistic embellishment and
often contain a multiplicity of complex symbolic visual messages to the
wor shipper
worshipper

beauty of the word

aur an into a written text and with the
with the codification of the qur
elaboration of arabic script into different styles calligraphy developed into
an art form with powerful spiritual and visual authority and became a
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medium of islamic artistic embellishment and avenue of worship plate 4
believed to be the literal word of god to humankind the written phrases of
qur
the quran
aur an take on an importance that westerners often do not understand the language of the qur
aur an is deemed so sacred that it must not be
changed from the classical arabic in order to have full power and efficacy
when read recited or written since this was the language and prose chosen by allah to communicate his message it must be memorized in classical arabic even if a believer is from indonesia or china in islam the
qur
aur an often takes on the role of the medium of salvation for humankind
just as christians believe that christs life death and self sacrifice provide
the sacred pattern and conduit for eternal salvation and are symbolic of
gods unlimited love muslims believe that obedience to the words of the
qur
aur an provide the direct spiritual links and pathways to god and the ultimate human attainment of paradise consequently through seeing hear
ing and emotionally feeling god s word in the quran humankind can
come closest to experiencing in this life the presence of god himself thus
the quran is meant in islamic contexts to be a multimedia event of the
greatest and deepest possible spiritual experience by reciting or reading
from the qur
wor shipper shares in gods divine power and his
aur an the worshipper
message of universal salvation and love for the obedient and faithful the
use of both simple and complex calligraphic passages from the qur
aur an as
embellishments for mosques secular buildings and objects thus connotes
the presence and protection of god s sacred word and the power of its message to the viewer and the world
while the decoration of the exterior of many mosques is quite plain
and by contrast their interiors greatly embellished a common near eastern and mediterranean architectural device other mosques especially
those with dome structures literally dress or drape their exterior surfaces with dazzling tiles or mosaics proclaiming in beautiful calligraphy the
words of god plate 8 the vibrant colors chosen for such embellishments
also often have symbolic associations with paradise or divine protection
additionally just as in islamic painting where all surfaces are revealed and
embellished for the viewer islamic architects in contrast to their counterparts in the west delighted in refraining from disguising architectural elements but rather exposed and emphasized their surfaces by complex
decoration plate 5 like the surfaces of a diamond glittering in the sun
islamic architectural elements play with color texture light and shadow to
create celestial environments that attempt to transcend the dimensions of
earthly geometry and space one of the best and earliest examples to illustrate this trend in early islamic architecture and art is at the same time the
oldest significant piece of religious architecture extant from the early
umayyad islamic world this edifice is the dome of the rock in jerusalem
see plates 1i 8
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/6
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the vault of heaven
As islam conquered geographical areas dominated by the byzantine
christians the early umayyad muslim caliphs felt pressed to erect architec tural edifices whose beauty and sanctity would compete with the great
tectural
edifices of the eastern christian church jerusalem is not only sacred to
hollest
jews and christians but next to mecca and medina is one of the holiest
cities of islam from the ruins of temple mount the prophet muhammad
was carried off in a dazzling night vision of the seven degrees of heavenly

paradise this occurred from a spot associated by some muslims with the
first born son to god for
site where abraham prepared to sacrifice his firstborn
muslims this willing victim is assumed to have been ishmael not isaac As
a traditional father of many arab tribes ishmael is thus viewed as a great
example of spiritual submission muslim means one who submits to gods
will tying other semitic groups besides the jews to the abrahamic
covenant and to temple mount
after the conquest of jerusalem by muslim forces the umayyad caliph
hollest
abd al malik began construction of the dome of the rock over this holiest
of sites it was completed 691 692 ce but has been repaired and refurbished on numerous occasions since that time significantly for islamic
architects it provided the precedent for the reintroduction of the dome for
non christian edifices in the islamic world
both domes and barrel vaulting had originated in the ancient near
east and egypt where both architectural elements had been utilized within
funerary structures and in secular housing small domed edifices seem to
have been exploited by hellenistic architects especially in seleucid syria
and ptolemaic egypt during campaigns and visits to the near east both
the roman emperors trajan and later hadrian realized the aesthetic and
psychological potential of these architectural forms when combined with
new roman structural technologies rome soon hosted trajan s markets
and then the great pantheon of hadrian whose huge domed ceiling represented the heavenly vault and power of the gods of the empire the
re
extended roman dome succeeded in recreating
creating the heavenly stratosphere
on a human scale while at the same time propelling the human spirit and
eye to a divine dimension
the religious usage of ceiling decoration had also existed in egyptian
and late hellenistic and roman temples of the near east there astrological paintings were often used to ornament the ceilings of the shrines of the
male deities associated with celestial and seasonal powers over rain and
drought and thus over the powers of life and death later christian architects simply revitalized this pagan usage substituting images of christ and
the apostles and saints for zeus bel sol Invictus and the various deities
of the celestial constellations by the advent of islam in the near east the
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interior decorated dome and central church plan had become the special
prerogatives of the eastern christian church
the visual power of dome imagery which is thus historically so closely
tied to celestial power and order is sometimes lost on modern western
audiences we rarely look heavenward if we want to know the time we
check a wall clock or look at our wrist watches if we want to know the season month or day we check a yearly calendar on the wall when we want
to travel from point A to point B we follow well laid out roads whose
routes are carefully delineated for us on maps stored in the glove compart
ments of our cars these conveniences are relatively recent in the history of
humankind previously humankind relied on the heavens for all of these
critical aspects of information and saw in their order and vastness a power
archi tec
architec
greater than man worthy of human awe and worship thus the architect
tural dome was associated by those who often looked heavenward with
critical aspects of celestial power and divine order in the ancient near east
the movements of the heavens and heavenly bodies were literally tied not
only to ones daily life but to cosmic and earthly rejuvenation in some
pagan contexts the planets and constellations of the heavens were even the
carriers of human souls to eternity and thus the importance of the use of
astrological decorations within domes and ceilings the adoption of the dome
in islamic contexts thus has profound symbolic meaning given the contexts
qur
of the quran
aur an and its assertion of the power and mercy of allah and the
promises of paradise
with the dome of the rock in jerusalem islamic architects obviously
using byzantine craftsmen and ideas began developing the dome beyond
the constraints of pagan and christian usage plate 6 combining reli
of qur
gious
aur anic passages that specify the
bious fervor with calligraphic designs ofqur
oneness of god and the role of jesus in islam the dome of the rock
stepped into the realm of religious propaganda emphasizing islam s role
in reestablishing the abrahamic covenant over those who had fallen short in
keeping its demands jews and christians devoid of figural art except
for various images of buildings crowns and vases in mosaics on the lower
tex tilelike tile work
cour sings the dome was draped on its exterior with textilelike
coursings
and embellished within and without by dazzling mosaics and painted sur
faces tinted with gold more importantly the decoration of the dome
itself over thirty five meters high and replete with calligraphy and complicated repetitive patterns began the attempt by islamic architects to
create limitless space through visual complexity plate 7 this artistic
process of attempting to visually break the bounds of hemispherical space
was perfected by the later development of muqarnas as a common islamic
dome or ceiling embellishment
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/6
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these artistic conventions promoted the greatness and incomprehensibi
sibility
lity of allahs personality over the pagan influences of christian doctrine
aur an say he god is
that accepted christ as divine according to the qur
one god is he on whom all depend he begets not nor is he begotten
and none is like him 1121 4 the seemingly limitless interior space of
the islamic dome combined with the beautiful embellishment of the
dome s exterior have over time become the premier trademarks of great
islamic architecture the dome of the rock thus provided the architectural
and decorative precedent for all later islamic architecture and more signifi
ficantly proclaimed new uses of architectural space for spiritual and religious awareness that are uniquely islamic

the realms of paradise
more than any other thing a righteous muslim strives to be united
with god in paradise quran 881 8 16 reads
has there come to thee the news of the overwhelming event faces on that

day will be happy glad for their striving in a lofty garden wherein thou wilt
hear no vain talk therein is a fountain flowing therein are thrones raised
high and drinking cups ready placed and cushions set in rows and carpets
spread out

images such as these of the beauty of paradise are powerful and plenteous
in the qur
aur an they become even more poignant when one realizes the
scant availability of water within the boundaries of muhammad s arabia
aur an and in islamic art and architecture
the imagery of paradise in the qur
is thus closely tied to the imagery of water and fertile gardens awaiting the
faithful according to one hadith concerning the life of the prophet
muhammad refused to take an opportunity to enter damascus an oasis
city watered by the barrada river and beautified by its numerous gardens
groves and fertile fields A human being stated muhammad should enter
paradise only once he taught however that righteous human endeavor
the study of gods creations and gifts to humankind and the correct dispersal of material goods could help develop a paradise in this life for comties of the faithful
munities
muni
aur an and the
because of the powerful imagery of paradise in the qur
spiritual and physical efforts necessary for its attainment islamic art and
architecture often utilize water and garden imagery in many contexts this
imagery is particularly prominent in textile motifs especially in carpets
where irrigated gardens with their multiplicity of floral designs reflect
actual irrigated fields and the architecture of islamic houses and palaces in
islamic persia the irrigated garden became a prominent stylistic convention of paradise but also reflected the persian love of the rose and its delicate scent as a symbol of the union of the soul with god the thorns of
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earthly life must be endured to obtain the beauty of paradisiacal union
with the flower the beloved 6
the sound sight and smell of water with its accompanying psychological benefits as well as its functional uses for air conditioning within
buildings was also exploited by muslim architects the most famous
example of these devices being the alhambra palace of granada spain
palaces however were not the only buildings to utilize these concepts
muslim hospitals were some of the first to develop an environment of healing based not only on the patient s physical needs but also on his or her
emotional and psychological potential for healing thus not only were
carefully regulated medicines dispensed in islamic community hospitals
but these complexes also often hosted beautiful gardens and fountains with
musicians to entertain the sick with healing refrains
despite the traditional islamic injunctions against ostentatious monuments for the dead certain cultures that converted to islam developed the
art of the mausoleum to perfection often incorporating the imagery of
the celestial dome within their design but also replicating the gardens of heavenly paradise within their decoration the timurid and eventually the
mughal muslim dynasties as conquerors of northern india adopted elements of hindu architecture for their unique funerary monuments these
artistically mixed societies are but a few examples of this phenomenon
throughout the world of islam most famous of the monuments produced
by the mughals is the incredible taj mahal created by shah jahan for his
deceased wife mumtaz mahal who died in 1631 according to some
scholars the mausoleum as well as its surrounding gardens fountains
and pools symbolically reflect the actual environs of paradise as envisioned by sufi islamic mystical texts the taj itself is positioned as the
throne of god on judgment day plate 8 7 the imagery of paradise in
mughal islamic contexts was thus closely tied to aspirations of a very personalized eternal rejuvenation

conclusions

only a few of the forms and conventions of islamic art and architecture have been discussed in this paper additionally only a few possible
cultural and religious contexts were presented to help illustrate the
probable origins of the development of an islamic style and message as
seen within the constructs of islamic art and architecture the complexity
of embellishment counterbalanced by the simplicity of visual space the
use of symbolic geometric forms including that of the hemisphere within
structures and art the proliferation of qur
aur anic calligraphy representative
of the very presence and nature of gods word to humankind and the
spiritual and physical longing for paradisiacal glory are all manifested in
islamic art and architecture

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/6
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given the beauty and complexity of islamic artistic endeavors over the
centuries this short discussion seems woefully inadequate however
above and beyond these meager scholarly endeavors 1I hope that these
paragraphs and the images themselves will spark within the reader an emotional tie to the spiritual aspirations of their muslim brothers and sisters and
inspire an appreciation for the art and architecture of the islamic world that
transcends the barriers of both cultural and religious differences

cynthia finlayson csf62emailbyuedu is assistant professor of art history at
brigham young university she received her BA from george washington university
in 1974 an MSS in near eastern anthropology and archaeology museum studies and
third world development at george washington university in 1984 and a phd in
classical and ancient near eastern art history with a minor in islamic art and architecture from the university of iowa in 1998
1 quran 102 reads
in the name of god the beneficent the merciful abundance
diverts you until you come to the graves nay you will soon know nay again you will
soon know nay would that you knew with a certain knowledge you will certainly see
hell then you will see it with certainty of sight then on that day you shall certainly be
questioned about the boons material blessings bestowed upon you
Qu ranic
juranic
all quranic
quotes taken from the holy quran trans maulana muhammad ali columbus ohio
abmadiyyab anjuman
aneuman ishrat
ishaat islam lahore 1994
2 see richard ettinghausen arab painting new york world publishing 1962
12 13

muqarnas is an arabic term for the decorative architectural detailing resembling
stalactites or honeycombs
honeycombe
honey combs especially used in classical islamic architecture for ceilings
and vaults the word is derived from a greek term for the scales used as roofing tiles
islamic muqarnas often function to visually explode the geometric confines of a ceiling
or dome to give the illusion of infinite space thus it often symbolizes the infinite nature
of god see john D hoag islamic architecture new york harry N abrams 1975190
igo
1975 190
4 the contributions of great architects like hassan fathy are but one example see
July August 1999
aramcoworld 50 no 4 julyaugust
5 according to muslim tradition the early followers of muhammad met within
the confines of muhammads simple house which included a typical near eastern
courtyard covered porticos and separate more private rooms for his wives and children protection and food were always available for the poor travelers or those with
special needs muhammad would often preach in the courtyard by leaning against his
staff which had been pushed into the ground As the correct direction of prayer was
changed from jerusalem to mecca both the staff and the position that muhammad
took for prayer and preaching were eventually associated with the correct direction for
congregational prayer As muhammad grew older he began to sit upon a bench or
chair raised on a podium to deliver the friday qur
aur anic recitation and message thus
the development of the qibla
minbar within the later islamic mosque
bibla mihrab and dinbar
mosques also often retain a large courtyard with fountains for ritual purification before
wor shippers
prayer and for large public gatherings covered porticos for protection of worshippers
from the sun or the natural elements and interior columned spaces whose architecture
focused on the development of a sacred space for worship and prayer directed toward
3
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the qibla
bibla wall the mihrab and mecca see barbara brend islamic art cambridge
harvard university press 1991 15 17
6 this is a typical allegory found within sufi mystical thought whose images of
the souls quest for union with deity are found in sufi poetry parables and philosophical writings all have greatly influenced the development of islamic art and architecture
sugi
as well as literature and thought see jaleh
laleh bakhtiar sugg
sufi expressions of the mystic quest
new york thames and hudson 1976
7 see wayne begley and A desai the illumined tomb documentary sources
for the taj mahal unpublished manuscript university of iowa 1991

U

wooden doors carved in traditional islamic arabesque and geometric
motifs illustrating the order and unity of gods creation
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PLATE

1

left intricate mosaic patterns

aur an
and calligraphy from the qur
decorate the exterior of the
dome of the rock in jerusalem both geometric shapes
Qu ranic calligraphy as
and quranic
juranic
well as the blue green color
have deep protective and symbolic meanings for muslims

al
above muqarnas decoration of the court of lions in the alhambra
hambra palace in granada spain
muqarnas is the arabic term that evolved from the greek word for scales utilized in roofing tiles
in classical islamic architecture the term is applied to the honeycomb vaulting that looks like the
stalactite deposits of caves its effect is both to elaborately decorate a surface while at the same
time to extend space into eternity
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PLATE 2

the angel gabriel
appeared to muhammad
in a cave above medina
the angel commanded
recite in the
recite
name of thy lord who
created all things who created man from dots of
blood from the arabic
word for recitation or
reading quran comes
the name of the holy book
of revelations revered by
all mus
ali
ail
ims as t hee direct
muslims
enr
depp
L
dept
err
eft As
left

ahm
ILI
ahi

A

VD

7

0

word of god allah
here in a fourteenth
century miniature paint
ing from egypt or syria
the angel gabriel proclaims the importance of
allahs revelations to the
world with the sound of a
trumpet

above an elaborate brass bowl from egypt or syria inlaid with silver and gold demonstrates the beauty and refinement of islamic craftsmanship during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries within such crafts the depictions of humans and animals were
acceptable to some islamic communities
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/6
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PLATE 3

A mosques qibla
bibla wall with indented mihrab orient the muslim worshipper in prayer
both toward allah and toward mecca and the ka ba as a symbol of gods covenant with
mmbar
dinbar to the right is utilized especially during friday
the righteous the stepped minbar
mosque services for readings from the qur
aur ran and as a platform for religious sermons
this mosque is in cairo
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PLATE 4

lepp
left

the contemporary muslim

artist and scholar hashim al
tawil demonstrates the rich
heritage of islamic art architecture calligraphy and palette in
an untitled work created in 1996
below calligraphic embellishments of the holy quran visucail faithful muslims to
cali
ally call
remember and obey its teachings which are considered as
direct revelations from god and
ail aspects of
ali
are applicable to all
ilfe
both secular and spiritual life
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PLATE 5
plate5
platea

mina rets of
right the minarets
minarits
azhar
the splendid
mosque founded in cairo
in 9691973
969973 ce during the
fatemid
fatimid dynasty this
mosque grew into one of
the greatest centers of religious learning in the
islamic world and today is
the center of the al azhar
university
from such
minarets
mina rets the call to prayer
minarits
goes out to the faithful five
times per day
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left mosque of sultan ahmed
more commonly known as the
thi
1609
blue mosque
1609 1616
ottomon
ottoman empire it is located
in istanbul turkey the pencil
shaped mina
rets and the domes
minarets
minarits
inspired by the great eastern
easten
eastek
mimic
church of hagia sophia mimi
miml
the style of the great islamic
ottoman architect sunari
wh
funari who
is credited with designing and
anc

building over ninety mosques
mosque
and other buildings during his
hi
long lifetime his architectural
architectura
imprint influenced all of the
th
ottoman empire and the entire
islamic world
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PLATE 6

interior dome decoration of the dome of the rock jerusalem copyright Scal
scalaart
aArt
resource NY

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/6
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PLATE 7

interior of a mosque in istanbul turkey photographed with a wide angle lens the
play of light and shadow color and texture creates an environment that transcends
earthly geometry and space
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PLATE 8

symbolize the cosmic and universal power of allah upper the
dome of the rock in jerusalem is the oldest major extant islamic structure in the world
and not only sits in the vicinity of the ancient jewish temple but covers a traditional
site of abraham s sacrifice muslims believe it is the spot from which muhammad was
hollest in islam and symbolic of
carried in a vision of paradise this locale is one of the holiest
the abrahamic covenant binding god to his human creation lower the taj mahal
looms in the dusk as the crown of a complex of gardens and pools that were possibly
laid out to mimic suga concepts of paradise

the domes of islam

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/6
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